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1. INTRODUCTION 

The interest for a reactor concept that could eliminate or at least alleviate public 
concern on the areas of reactor safety, nuclear waste and non-proliferation under 
policy makers is growing. In the framework of the Nuclear Energy Dossier [1], a 
set of reports signed by four Dutch ministers and sent to Parliament in November 
1993, many existing, advanced and innovative reactor types have been compared 
with each other. From the last group, characterized by enhanced inh-^ent safety 
features, the modular high temperature reactor (HTR) 12, 3] was selected as most 
attractive. In order to investigate chances for realization in the Netherlands, the 
following boundary conditions for the installation of new nuclear capacity are 
identified: 
1. Public support for the application of nuclear energy in its present appearance 

is very low, because reactor safety, the nuclear waste and non-proliferation 
problem cause great concern. 

2. The public awareness of the CO2- and other energy related environmental 
problems is growing. 

3. Cheap alternatives for energy supply (natural gas, imported coal) are available, 
at least in the near term. 

4. Public utilities are not in a hurry to install new capacity, due to a fast growth 
of auto-produced combined heat-and-power capacity. 
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2. INTERESTS OF POLICY MAKERS AND 
POTENTIAL USERS 

The modular HTR may have the potential to achieve the required safety level 
for public acceptance. Core melting is physically impossible, and fully passive 
heat removal under accident conditions would prevent significant radioactivity 
release from fuel overheating for an infinite amount of time. Also in the other 
nuclear areas of public concern progress would be achieved. The conversion 
factor is lower than for light water reactors (LWR), and therefore ease the non-
proliferation problem by a lower plutonium production. Of interest for potential 
users is the significantly higher thermal efficiency (48% instead of 33%), which 
causes the amount of radioactive waste per generated kWh to be lower. 

Another point of interest for the policy maker is the role a reactor type could 
play in reducing the emission of polluting gases. Since the modular HTR has 
the suitable plant size and temperature levels, co-generation, process heat and 
district heating plants would not anymore necessarily be fossil fueled, and their 
accompanying CO? emissions reduced. 

Most important to the user is the economic performance. Compared to competing 
systems, HTR economics have not been favorable in the past. But since the cost 
advantage of existing and evolutionary reactor types over fossil fueled systems is 
declining or even disappearing, a different approach to plant economics, explained 
in the next section, might be necessary. 
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3. ECONOMICS 

A reactor should address all these areas of concern and at the same time comply 
with a severe economic boundary condition. At least an n^-of-a-kind plant should 
be able to compete with existing forms of nuclear and fossil energy conversion. 
If the plant would be composed of a number of small modules, that, because of 
their size, could be simplified to a certain extent, the total generating cost would 
not be higher, despite of the economy-of-scale law. Compared to LWR, three new 
concepts are introduced with the modular HTR: 
• Modularization: a larger plant is built up from n modules. The investment cost 

will be influenced by a size degression factor Sg (increasing effect) and a series 
degression factor 6S (decreasing effect). 

• By proving the significantly higher safety level to the regulatory bodies, a 
"nuclear grade" stamp (with the accompanying costs) will be required for fewer 
components. Also, certain components could be simplified or even omitted. 
This is expressed by a factor A'nuc. 

• The steam cycle systems (steam generator, steam turbines, condenser) will be 
replaced by a helium turbine system. The investment costs will decrease by a 
factor KinVtsc counting for compacting the energy conversion system and the 
energy costs will be decreased because of a higher efficiency rj. 

So in the equation for the energy costs in et/kWh: 

xtot=—r-L- + ̂  (1) 

the following substitution could be made: 

Kinv,n = A'inV(-) 9Tl ' - Knuc - I<inv,SC (2) 
71 

where: 
Kinv,n " investment cost of an HTR plant [Hfl] 
R\nv - investment cost of a present LWR plant [Hfl] 
a = capital factor, accounting for depreciation, interest, insurance, taxes and 

repairs 
T - operation hours [h] 
Kjix - fixed component of energy costs, accounting for e.g. personnel [et/kWh] 
KvaT - variable component of energy costs, accounting for e.g. fuel [et/kWh] 
Nth = thermal power [W] 
n " number of modules 

In this way, an optimal value of n and therefore an optimal power level could 
be determined. For the American situation modularization (composition of one 
870 MWe plant with four reactor modules) would increase the electricity gen
erating costs by 14%, but application of the helium turbine would lower the 
HTR-generating costs by 20%. Therefore the generating cost would decrease by 
10%. But composition of the same plant of three larger modules would give an 
extra decrease of six percentage points [4]. For the German situation, a 600MWe 
plant, consisting of eight modules with steam cycle, is said to be competitive 
with a similarly sized fossil fueled plant [5]. The value for Knuc probably could 
be minimized even better. Market introduction of the modular HTR would cost 
DM 2 billion, to be regained in 20 years of operation of three to eight 8-module 
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plants [5]. Proof must be given for this being worth the effort, also under Dutch 
circumstances. 
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4. THE HTR RESEARCH PROGRAM 

To investigate whether the modular HTR can comply with both demands for 
economics and public support and thus whether this reactor type may be built 
in the Netherlands, a research program with a size of about Hfl 2.8M/year has 
been set up. It is being executed by four participants and sponsored by the Dutch 
government. The aim is to contribute to the development of the modular HTR for 
commercial applications. 

The following table gives an outline of the Dutch HTR research program: 

genere' area 

core physics 
safety 

fuel 
economics 

environment 
non-proliferation 
nuclear waste 
energy conversion 

research topic 

participation in the IAEA Proteus experiment 
reactivity accidents 
after heat removal 
corrosion 
risk analysis 
advanced fuel particle coatings 
Dutch market potential 
economic evaluation 
Dutch licensing environment 
emission reduction potential 
fuel cycle optimization 

helium turbine technology 
cycle efficiency optimization 
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5. CONCLUSION 

1 he modular HTR may be a reactor type, which would have sufficient societal 
support to be constructed in the Netherlands. The economic approach would be 
fundamentally different from that applied in present nuclear technology. In a 
national research program this is being investigated. 
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